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Abstract

Improving the performance of human-AI (artificial intelligence) collaborations
tends to be narrowly scoped, with better prediction performance often considered
the only metric of improvement. As a result, work on improving the collaboration
usually focuses on improving the AI’s accuracy. Here, we argue that such a
focus is myopic, and instead, practitioners should take a more holistic view of
measuring the performance of AI models, and human-AI collaboration more
specifically. In particular, we argue that although some use cases merit optimizing
for classification accuracy, for others, accuracy is less important and improvement
on human-centered metrics should be valued instead.

1 Introduction

Human-AI collaboration, in which a human and an Artificial Intelligence (AI) model work together
to complete a task, has potential for big improvements in performance over either entity’s work alone.
For example, AI components can aid a human in decision making tasks (e.g., [10, 11]), automating
tedious work (e.g. [15]), or generating artifacts such as stories or source code (e.g., [6, 17, 19]).

AI model performance, and, by extension, human-AI collaborations, are often only evaluated using
measures of the AI’s classification or prediction performance, which can lead to practitioners chasing
after (sometimes miniscule) performance gains to nudge out the current state-of-the-art (e.g., [1]).
However, for many use cases, human-AI collaborations would benefit from being evaluated not solely
on classification performance, but on user-centric measures as well.

There is often little appetite for improving systems along other dimensions, even though human-
AI collaborations are highly multidimensional. We argue that it is important for “performance
improvements” to also include measures at the interface between the human and the AI – both
quantitative and qualitative – that encompass aspects of the user experience and the collaborative
process. In doing so, other avenues for improving AI models open up, allowing system builders to
focus on different measures based on the use case of their model, and allowing for a measurable
improvement even when gains to the AI’s prediction performance are difficult or prohibitive.

2 Three Dimensions of Performance Measures

The goal of a human-AI collaboration is to enable a user and an AI system to perform a task more
effectively together than either entity could do alone. However, there are multiple ways to define
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effectiveness, and different situations or types of AI systems call for optimizing on different measures.
Here, we lay out three dimensions of measures on which an AI system could be evaluated — and
thus, optimized for — to argue that it is important for system builders to take into account which
measure(s) is the most impactful for their particular use case, and selectively optimize for that one.

We define and illustrate the three dimensions using the example of an end user who employs a
generative AI model to help translate a piece of code from Java to Python (motivated by [17]).

AI model measures focus on the prediction performance and/or quality of the underlying AI model(s).
Specific metrics include error rates (e.g., accuracy, F1-score, false positives, mean squared error,
ROC curves), computational efficiency (e.g., training/prediction time), number of training samples,
and model size (e.g., number of hyper-parameters in a neural network). For the code translation
example, AI measures also include the number of errors that need to be corrected in the source code
before that code passes a set of unit tests, the rate of errors, and the time taken by the model to
produce the translation [2].

Interaction measures focus on the efficiency of the interaction between a human and the AI system.
Metrics include the number of steps to perform a task, task completion time for the user, and the
number of errors or digressions made during the joint task. These metrics are mostly quantitative and
often can be captured automatically via logging within the software. For the code translation example,
Interaction measures include the number of additional edits the user made to the AI’s translation, the
time to finish the task, and the number of compiler and linting errors the programmer corrected.

User Experience (UX) measures focus on the human’s experience using the AI system. UX
evaluations can contextualize Interaction measures by capturing qualitative perceptions and feedback,
as well as quantitative measures, often to judge the effect of a particular feature or design. Quantitative
UX metrics include measures of cognitive load [8], usability [12, 7, 4, 14], creativity support [5],
trust [9], affect [13, 16], perceptions [3], and acceptance [7]. For the code translation example, UX
measures include the user’s effort in producing a correct translation, the extent to which they felt
productive on the task, and the extent to which they were satisfied with their work.

By expanding the measurement of AI performance, especially in the context of human-AI collabora-
tion, to include metrics from these latter two dimensions, new opportunities for enabling users to
be more effective emerge. By assessing Interaction measures, improvements could subsequently be
made to reduce the number of steps needed to complete a task or provide additional support to help
understand the system, thereby reducing human errors. By assessing UX measures, user feedback
could then be used to help identify pain points in the system that are not necessarily caused by the
AI components. Even systems with the highest prediction accuracy have limited utility if the user
interface is impossible to interact with, or imposes an unreasonable cognitive load on the practitioner.

It is additionally useful to consider the relative importance between these different measures for a
given system, and the trade-off between them can vary from one system to another. A system that
classifies social media posts would likely benefit from high performance on usability and cognitive
load metrics, whereas top-notch prediction accuracy is less critical. In contrast, for an AI system
whose goal is to diagnose cancer, optimizing accuracy as much as possible (without, of course, falling
prey to overfitting on artifacts in the training set [18]), is likely the most important performance
metric – as long as Interaction and UX measures are sufficiently good for users to be willing and
able to interact with the system. Thus, in addition to improving the AI, improving the efficiency of
the interaction and providing a better user experience can net improvements in the overarching goal:
more effective human-AI collaboration that ultimately leads to more adoption and real-world impact.

3 Conclusion

The goal of human-AI collaboration is to enable AI solutions for real-world applications. Optimizing
an AI model solely for prediction accuracy leads to missed opportunities in improving its holistic
performance, and may not even be the most important criterion to focus on for a particular system.
Even the most accurate system is worthless if people are unwilling or unable to use it because it takes
too long to run, there are too many steps required of the user, it is perceived as untrustworthy, or the
interface is too complicated to understand. Similarly, it is a waste of resources to work on improving
the AI’s prediction accuracy by an amount that is too small for the user to notice any difference in
performance, or because interaction issues prevent the improvements from being detected by the user.
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We call for the AI and HCI communities to adopt a more holistic approach to measuring perfor-
mance by considering different dimensions of the AI system, and not just focusing on its prediction
performance. We suggest measuring a system along three dimensions – AI model, Interaction, and
UX – early and often, and to keep them in mind during the design process. Practitioners will only
optimize what they can measure, and will only measure what they think to be of value. By sharing
these dimensions with the community, we hope to spread acceptance of careful consideration of
what dimensions are most relevant for each particular system and spur research to guide others in
leveraging these dimensions effectively.
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